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D

o you have a secret place? I only recently
realized how often I go to my secret place
and how important it is to have my own
secret place to remember my daughter.
When my daughter Debbie first died, I did not have
a secret place. My grief was 24/7 and exposed for the
whole world to see. There was no secret to my grief!
Now further along my grief path I know I can decide
to go to my secret place where and when I choose.
Sometimes on purpose; sometimes when I least
expect it! Perhaps it is at an Airport people watching
and remembering our times traveling back and forth
during her illness. Possibly it is at a shopping mall
looking at clothes that Debbie would have loved to
wear. Perhaps it is watching my grandchildren playing
and remembering when Debbie was that age and had
so much fun. Maybe it is at a cocktail party where no
one even knows I had a daughter that died. I love my
secret place where I can go to remember my daughter
and others have no idea just how far away I am! Shhh!
It is my secret!!
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e are the parents whose children have died. We are the
grandparents who have buried grandchildren. We are the
siblings whose brothers and sisters no longer walk with us
through life. We come together as BP/USA to provide a haven where
all bereaved families can meet and share our grief journeys.  We attend
monthly gatherings whenever we can and for as long as we believe
necessary. We share our fears, confusions, anger, guilt, frustrations,
emptiness and feelings of hopelessness so that hope can be found
anew. As we accept, support, comfort and encourage each other, we
demonstrate to each other that survival is possible.Together we celebrate
the lives of our children, share the joys and triumphs as well as the love
that will never fade. Together we learn how little it matters where we
live, what our color or our affluence is or what faith we uphold as we
confront the tragedies of our children’s deaths. Together, strengthened
by the bonds we forge at our gatherings, we offer what we have learned
to each other and to every more recently bereaved family. We are the
Bereaved Parents of the USA. We welcome you.
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If you have moved, please notify us of your new
address so you will continue to receive this publication!
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EDITORS NOTE: “One Needs A Secret Place” is by Beverly
Hurley; it’s one of those important testimonials that
exposes newly bereaved parents, people deep in pain,
disbelief and shock, to hope. She did all that in just a few
words. Beverly’s article reaffirms the depths of parental
grief and models how rebuilding a life to include your
child is possible. Beverly, a member extraordinaire of
the Tampa Bay Chapter of BPUSA died October 2011.
We thank the Tampa Bay Chapter for including in
2012’s Gathering a short powerful tribute to Beverly. It
acknowledged their grief and it was a reminder to the
rest of us of what one broken parent can contribute
to other broken parents and siblings by “dancing” with
BPUSA. —Jamie Ryan
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Meeting Times and Places

BOWLING GREEN Group

ANNIVERSARY REACTION

I

t doesn’t make any difference if it’s the first or the twenty-first anniversary
of your child’s death, you will react to it. You’ll be consciously aware that the
date is approaching. Strangely, sometimes you’ll be deeply disturbed for weeks
before the actual date. Other times the fact that an anniversary is nearing won’t
seem to bother you much at all. The only thing consistent is that there will be an
anniversary, and that you WILL react.

Don’t be surprised if you begin reliving the weeks and days before your child’s
anniversary. In the early years of your grief you may relive her death day minute by
minute. It can be extremely painful, but after some anniversaries pass, the details of the
day become less vivid and less painful.

For years after Arthur was killed I’d begin my anniversary reaction around Easter.
Easter Sunday, 1971 was the last holiday we were together as a complete family. For
years Easter Sunday was the starting date for reliving that terrible Friday and the days
following. Generally though, the farther I get from Arthur’s death date, the less painful it
is. Special circumstances or events can make it painful, even years later. For example, on
the eleventh anniversary, I was also grieving the death of my granddaughter. At that time
Emily hadn’t been dead a year. I saw the pain my daughter was experiencing and because
I couldn’t “kiss it and make it better” for MY child, I hurt even more.

Observe the anniversary in some real way. Make
plans with family members or special friends to
observe the day. Go to dinner. Let off balloons
to your child in heaven. Tie messages of love on
them. Place fresh flowers on her grave… .
Think of your own ways to mark the day. If the
tears flow, let them. Remember, love never goes
away. Your tears attest to that.

Emily & Arthur Gerner

Bowling Green’s Sibling GROUP

(Meet time same as Bowling Green)
Fac: Wendy Koch (573)822-6123

ST. PETERS /St. Charles Group
(1st Thursday, 7:00 PM)
Knights of Columbus Hall
5701 Hwy N, Cottleville MO
Fac: Mike & Jeanne Francisco
(636) 947–9403

St. Peters’ SIBLING GROUP

Fac: Nikki Boswell
nichole.boswell@gmail.com
(Meets same time as St Peters)

TROY, MO Group
(2nd Tuesday, 7 PM)
Ingersoll Chapel in Troy
211 Boone Street
Troy, MO 63379
Fac: Cindy Morris (636)462–9961

Parents of Murdered Children:
Meetings: 3rd Tues 7:30 p.m.
St Alexius Hospital.

3933 S Broadway
Mata Weber (618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann
(314) 487-8989

LIFE CRISIS CENTER:
(Survivors of Suicide)

2650 Olive St,
St. Louis, MO 63103
Meetings: Weds 7:00 p.m.
(314) 647-3100

Business • Facilitators
MEETING
July 14rd & August 11th,
Saturday @ 9:00 AM

BJC Hospital - St. Peters
10 Hospital Drive
Room A/B
St. Peters, MO 63376

WEST COUNTY Group

All are welcomed!

(4th Tuesday, 7 PM)
Shaare Emeth Congregation,
11645 Ladue (Ballas & Ladue)
St. Louis MO 63141
Facs: Judy Ruby (314)994–1996
Arlene Thomason
(314) 401–2510

Call: Cindy Morris
(636) 462–9961

Tri-County Chapter

(2nd Thursday)
First Baptist Church
402 North Missouri St
Potosi, MO 63664
Fac: Brenda Wilson
(573)438-4559

Crestwood Group

(2nd Tues. of month, 7:00pm)
Chads Coalition Building
(Formerly Montgomery Bank)
180 Crestwood Plaza.
(9200 Watson Rd.)
St. Louis, Mo. 63126
FAC: Sandy Curran
(314)518-2302
skc4pets@gmail.com

JEFFERSON COUNTY Group
(1st Thursday, 7 PM)
St Rose Catholic Church,
Miller & 3rd St
Desoto, MO
Fac: Ginny Kamp
(636)586-8559

P.A.L.S. (Parents affected by

the loss of a child by suicide)
4th Sat at 10:30 a.m.
St Lukes Hospital (141 & 40)
St. Louis, MO
*Linda Ferhmann
(314) 853-7925

Survivors of Suicide

Baue Funeral Home
620 Jefferson Street
St. Charles, Mo 63301
1st & 3rd Monday
*LF (314) 853-7925
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GRASP:(Grief Relief After
Substance Passing)
Sundays at 700pm
Harris House
8327 Broadway 63111
MaryAnn Lemonds
(314) 330-7586
malemonds@gmail.com

Open Arms* Parents Left Behind
4355 Butler Hill Rd
Fac: Kathy Myers
(636)343-5262

Bereaved Parents USA

www.bpusastl.org

There will be times when a coming anniversary will fill you with fear and pain. Other
years it will be with just a ripple in your heart. Accept the varying degrees of pain as
normal. Be kind to yourself. You may need a lot of tender loving care at that time. For
the times that you don’t hurt deeply, be thankful that some of the pain is gone. As the
years go on you will continue to wonder what your child would look like or what she
might be doing at this age. This kind of thing will remain with you until you die. When
other young people you know are doing things your child will never do, you may have
strong feelings of pain or regret. Let your feelings
happen.

(3rd Thursday, 7-9 PM)
Prairie Edge Garden Center,
18011 Business 161 S.
Bowling Green, MO 63334
Fac: Bill & Vicki Lagemann
(573)242-3632

ADDITIONAL MEETINGS

www.bpusast l .org
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We Can Survive

unanswerable and pick up the
pieces of our shattered world,
changed in a fleeting second.

We have lost our children from
many different causes, all of them
life altering. I am quite confident
that you felt as I did, that we
would never survive the loss of.
our child. It was unthinkable,
for no human being could ever
withstand the force of such
unbearable pain.

However, if you are
reading this right
now, that means that,
somehow, you have
survived. I am quite
confident that you
sit back and wonder
how you ever did. You
may have been directed to Open
to Hope or The Compassionate
Friends, whether through a caring
friend or or you heard about
TCF from a professional. You
may have even taken the initiative
yourself.
Whether you attend our meetings
or read the newsletter as your
contact to other bereaved parents,
you already took the first giant
step. It was a step that said no
matter how much easier it would

have seemed to refuse to go on,
you had made that commitment
toward survival, toward learning
to cope with the pain and finding
ways to live again. It isn’t an easy
road to travel, as it is fraught with
roadblocks along the way.

The first time I noticed I must be
progressing was when I realized
that I had made it through half a
day without crying. For those who
have not lost a child, this may.
not seem like much of
an accomplishment.
But to me, it was one
that at one time seemed
insurmountable. If you
really look closely, I
think that you too will
find that you have made
progress, no matter how
tiny the steps may seem.
The grieving process is a long
one. Try not to be impatient with
yourself if you thought you were
making progress only to find you
have slipped backwards a little.
It is a lifelong process, because
we have loved our children so
deeply, and therefore we need to
be patient with ourselves. The
ultimate heartbreak does not
begin to heal overnight.

It will be seven years April
19th since the Oklahoma City
bombing. Sadly, since that time,
we have seen additional tragedies
that have taken the lives of
more children, such as TWA
Flight 800, the school shootings in
Kentucky, Oregon, and Littleton,
and the unspeakable horror of
September 11th. Each of us
cried along with those parents
who were just beginning the same
painful journey that we know all
too well.
I wish I could say that another
tragedy such as this would never
occur, or that I would never again
see the shock and emptiness in
another bereaved parent’s eyes as
they walk into a meeting or their
cries of despair on the other end
of the phone, but I know that is
impossible. Yet, I can say with
certainty that those who have
thus far survived the unthinkable
will be there for the newcomers
who walk through those doors.
We will cling to each other and
reach out with understanding and
compassion and hope — through
all those tiny steps, whether
forward or backward. .
Somehow, we will survive,
together.

The uncertainty of how to format an entire book from raw, uncensored, journal entries forced me to only think
about writing the kind of book that may have helped me when I was trying to figure out what was going on with
and around me. Instead of telling people what to expect (i.e., the traditional steps of grief ), I decided to just tell
the story in hopes that you the reader might find the truth about your grief earthquake. Being a novice griever
left me exempt of what grief really felt like and this was the part that ran me over.
The book that resulted, Grateful for Grief, is, I hope, an inspirational self-help tool with end-of-chapter
affirmations that send uplifting messages to the reader’s grieving soul.

—Monique Antoinette 2011, This entry was posted in Death of a Child and tagged anger, belongings, funerals, money, Depression, guilt,
signs and connections by Monique Antoinette. Bookmark the permalink.

Response to a Grief
Article...
~~ Sheila Simmons, from TCF
Atlanta Online E-Newsletter

Just a response to the
article on guilt...I bet we
as bereaved parents could
write a book on guilt. My
worst battle with it was
Steve’s last birthday, (I did
not know at the time it
was to be his last) I failed
to get him a card. And
he was very vocal about
it. I tried to make it up
by sending flowers, and
a card to apologize. And
we talked and I told him
that since I had taken the
night off work to take him
to dinner that somehow a
card just slipped my mind.
I swore to myself that his
next birthday would be
so much different, a lavish card and all the trimmings. But now all I have
is the guilt. I truly believe
no matter what we have
done or said, comes back
to us in ways that we
would do differently given
the chance, this is where
we must be very careful,
quilt can come in and turn
everything upside down
and inside out! We must
remember that we are
human and prone to mistakes, but we must not let
quilt ruin our memories
with it’s poison.
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http://www.save.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.viewPage&page_
id=EB8B21F9-7E90-9BD4-CF517BFBD788E71F
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t is okay to grieve….the death of a child is a reluctant and drastic
amputation, without  anesthesia. The pain can not be described,
and no scale can measure the loss. We despise  the truth that
the death can not be reversed, and somehow our child does not
return.   It is okay to grieve
It is okay to cry…..tears release the flood of sorrow, of missing, and of
love.  Tears relieve  the brute force of hurting, enabling us to level off
and continue our cruise along the  stream of life.  
It is okay to cry

It is okay to heal….We do not need to prove our love for our child.  As
the months pass, we  are slowly able to move around with less outward
grieving each day. We need not feel  guilty, for this is not an indication
that we love less or have forgotten. It does mean that  although we
don’t like it, we are learning to accept death. .
It is a healthy sign of healing.
It is okay to heal.

It is okay to laugh....laughter is not a sign of less grief. Laughter is not
a sign of less love. It  is a sign that many of our thoughts and memories
are happy ones.  It is a sign that we  know our child  .
would have us laugh.
It is okay to laugh.

Bereaved Parents USA
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Ways Parents Can Cope
It is most important to be gentle and kind to yourself. Have patience with your grief. Over a long time

the intensity and frequency of the emotions will lessen. Husbands and wives tend to grieve differently. It
is very difficult for one to meet the needs of the other when grieving styles differ. Couples may need to
negotiate when and how to talk about their grief. Don’t expect your partner to be able to read your mind.
They cannot know what you need, unless you tell them. If because of their grief they cannot provide the
support you need, find others to talk to.

 Ideas:
4

 Reading books on parental bereavement and joining support groups for grieving
parents (like The Compassionate Friends) can be very helpful.
 Talk about your child. People may avoid mentioning your child’s name, because
they don’t want to cause you pain. Unfortunately it’s up to you to let them know how
important it is to you.

 Keep a journal or write about your feelings. This helps to express the emotions. Over a
period of months you will be able to see how things change for you.

 If talking and writing don’t feel helpful, find something active to do. It may be related
to your child’s interests or a way to remember your child. Some people, particularly
men, find active working helps them work on their grief.

 Memorialize your child. Write down memories as they occur. It’s a good way to
ensure that you won’t forget things about them. Actively create a memorial or ritual to
continue your child’s part in your lives.

 Be mindful that in the first year, you experience all of the firsts (e.g., Mother’s Day,
may want to think of starting some new traditions on these days.

 Three Keys a Day:
These three elements will help to ease the intensity of the emotional roller coaster.

 Get plenty of rest. If sleep difficulties persist for many months, you may want to speak
to your physician.

 Exercise on a regular basis.

 When to Get Professional Help:
 If depression and anxiety or panic attacks continue past six months to the point that
you cannot maintain normal activity, you may want to contact a grief therapist and/or
your physician.

Posted on February 2, 2011 by Monique Antoinette

A

pproximately 33,300 people take their
own lives every year, leaving behind loved
ones desperate to understand why this
happened. I, too, was left with endless
questions after the suicide of my 18-year-old son.
My previous exposure to grief-related material left
me offended and unsettled. Much of what I consumed
expressed a very watered down explanation of what
I was actually experiencing. I wasn’t sure if I was
being lied to, tricked or was hypersensitive and overreactive. Either way, I was absolutely unprepared for
the many faces of grief.
How could something as epidemic as grief be
treated as not a big deal? Why were people
not shouting about the one thing six billion
people on this planet will at some point meet
head on? This was just wrong, ignorant and
dangerous.

world of exploring more truths about suicide (such as
a suicide soul still lives forever).

The saturation of these new truths forced my mind
to no longer reject what my soul knew was true, that
my son was really making appearances. For both
of us, I needed to make peace with what was. And
finally, with my son’s persistent loving words, I let go.
I knew this wasn’t an entirely new concept but I felt
strongly about sharing my take on it with the world.
And especially with those ridden with despair and
confusion about where their loved ones go when they
chose to end their own lives.

Grief doesn’t discriminate either. It’s universal. It
goes unnoticed until you go on a rampage looking
for how to deal with and survive it. The survival of
grief is not meant to be one of despair, mental illness,
isolation or total disconnection from an amazing
progressive life; I am living
proof of that.

I now live a rich, peace-filled
life because of my exposure
to this powerful combination
of both spiritual awareness
and the truths about suicide.
My grief earthquake literally
turned me into a writer.

Grief is a silent killer that should be added
to the list of what kills everyday people. It is
a heart attack and rotting cancer. The silence
of grief is the real epidemic. I asked myself,
“What is the cure?” It has to be awareness!
In other words: LET’S TALK ABOUT IT!

Alone, scared, tortured and desperate – these
were the feelings that accompanied me at the very
bottom of grief. And at the very bottom is where
my new life began. That is where I decided to just
let it happen. I just allowed myself to be completely
immersed in whatever the process was or would be.
The determination to stand side-by-side with grief is
what saved my life. Only after surrendering to grief
did I receive the answer to why my only son took his
own life.
Looking backwards through my experience, I
knew that there was a void of spiritual awareness
in association with grief. And, once I got past the
religious myth that “people who die by suicide go to
hell,” my experience with death turned into a new

13

place within my soul.

Surviving grief convinced
me to tell people the guttural,
ugly and beautiful truth
about grief from the truest

This body of work was initially about transferring
what I was feeling onto paper as a daily therapeutic
writing exercise during my grief transitions. I felt
safe on paper, safe enough to literally tear through
the pages sometimes with my pen. This safe place
allowed me to expel emotions that were old and
suppressed, new and grief-related, and always raw
and uncensored.

One day, maybe six months after I began to journal
daily, I found the courage to read what I wrote. I was
shocked, scared and turned on at the same time. I
knew I had given life to words that might need to be
read by others experiencing grief. continued  page 14 .
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 Maintaining a good diet is essential. While you may not feel like eating meals, eat
numerous healthy snacks throughout the day.

Silence of Grief is
Epidemic

www.bpusast l .org
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We Can Survive the
Grief of Child-Loss

Telephone Friends
:
Linda Ferhmann....................................(314) 878-0890

Accident, Automobile:

12
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—from Open to Hope, Cathy Seehuetter, June 1, 2010

Katie VerHagen.................................... (314) 576-5018

Accident, Non Vehicular:

Bill Lagemann......................................(573) 242-3632

Adult Sibling:

Mark VerHagen.................................... (314) 726-5300

Drugs or Alcohol:

Patrick Dodd.........................................(314) 575-4178

Grandparent:

Margaret Gerner....................................(636) 978-2368

Child with Disability:
Lois Brockmeyer................................... (314) 843-8391

Illness, Short Term:
Jean & Art Taylor................................. (314) 725-2412

Illinois Contact:

Barb Blanton........................................ (314)-303-8973

Jefferson County Contact:
Sandy Brungardt.................................. (314) 954–2410
Mata Weber...........................................(618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann.................................. (314) 487-8989

Only Child:

Mary Murphy....................................... (314) 822-7448

Suicide:

Sandy Curran....................................... (314) 518-2302

Single Parent:

Mary Murphy .......................................(314) 822-7448

—Author Unknown

As we watched the horrific scene and the victim’s
loved ones in their shock and grief, I distinctly
remember my reaction. After saying a silent prayer
that I would never have to bury my children first, I
looked at my daughter through teary eyes and said
aloud, “Those poor parents! I can’t even imagine! I
know that I could never survive losing any of you.”

Little did I know those words that I had spoken to
Nina would come back to haunt me. That only three
weeks after the Oklahoma City tragedy, my own
beautiful 15 ½-year-old daughter, my Nina with
the captivating smile, would be killed suddenly and
violently, far away from home, on a Florida freeway
while on our family vacation.

From that moment on, our lives changed
completely. She would not be here to see her
sisters become mothers and enjoy being aunt to
her nephews, or watch with pride at her brother’s
graduation. A piece of the family puzzle would be
forever missing. As my son Dan gazed out the plane
window on the agonizing flight back to Minnesota,
he turned to look at me with deep sorrow in his
eyes and said, “Mom, what will we ever do without
Nina?” That one sentence said it all. I truthfully
answered back, “I have no idea.”
And so the nightmare began, for my family, just
as it has for so many others. We were harshly and
unexpectedly propelled into the same horror as
those left behind in Oklahoma City. We were left
behind to try to answer the
continued  page 14 .

The painful stillness .
of the morning .
wakes me up,.
I don’t understand .
how the world begins
another day.
when my beautiful
daughter is not alive.
and here with me.

Grieving parents smiling .
(Bill & Vicki) at the.
2012 National Gathering.

St Louis parents, Linda, Pat and
her hubby enjoying the .
2012 National Gathering in.
Tampa, FL.

Vacation
Helpful Hint...

T

aking a vacation without your child with you can seem
overwhelming. One family came up with a unique idea of
including their departed child on their yearly vacation. First,
they start by writing a short note describing how their daughter
loved flowers and sharing the beauty of with others. By attaching it to a
packet of flower seeds and leaving them where someone else was sure to
find it, they felt they were sharing a part of their child with someone else.
Now on each vacation they look forward to finding the perfect place to
“plant” their gift to another in their child’s memory.

This house feels strangely
silent and her room is
such a lonely place.
I long to touch her soft
brown hair and kiss her
small sweet face..
I’ll never get to hear her
call out “Dad, Come see
what I just made!”.
I’m only left with
memories please .
God—.
don’t let them fade.
Deep in my heart, her
spirit lives, her laughter;
I’ll still hear..
She’ll forever be my little
girl, though I can’t hold
her near.

—TCF National conference sharing session
The Compassionate Friends South Bay/L.A., CA July 2010

Bereaved Parents USA
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Murder:

vividly remember April 19, 1995. My
daughter Nina had heard on the news that
something horrible had just occurred in
Oklahoma City. She told me that a federal
office building had been bombed, killing many
people, many of them very young children. As the
scene replayed itself on every station, Nina and I
knelt in front of the television. We held hands and
were motionless and hushed except for the sound of
our occasional choking sobs.

www.bpusast l .org
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M ark your c alendar
 Golf Tournament

September 29, 2012 at Links at Dardenne

 Candlelight

December 2, 2012 at Sharre Emeth

 Workshop 6

Sibling

St Louis Bulletin Board Newsletter’s

March 23, 2013 at The Machinists Hall

 2013 National Gathering

Honor your Child

Support

The St. Louis Chapter of BPUSA offers three ways
to honor your child while supporting the good
works of
.


Make a
$20.00 donation and your child’s picture will
grace our Homepage and have a link to your
child’s vitual memorial.


For a donation your child’s
picture will appear on the Love Gifts page.

For any of above, insure that your child’s picture
and angel dates are in
database. If  
not,  mail one to our PO Box or EMAIL: bpusastl@
gmail.com.

coming soon.

art of BPUSA StL’s
commitment  to you is to be
the space where our parents
and families communicate.
Printed in your newsletter are articles
to educate and ones that are private
expressions of writers. .
We offer their writings only for your
reflection. Sometimes observing nature or
establishing routines signal solace to the writer.
Often they turn to religion or spirituality for
comfort and guidance.

shares these insights not only for
your contemplation but also to acknowledge
our community’s many and rich sources for
strength and hope.

Newsletter Submissions
Cut off date for
Sept Oct
August 20th

Send your submission to:
Newsletter
PO BOX 1115
St. Peters, MO 63376
bpusastl@gmail.com

If sending picturer include a
self addressed stamped envelope
and make checks payable to
Thankyou!

Page

—Lisa Larson Emmons, N Central IA TCF, Algona, IA

Your love of nature.
is a reminder.
to me,.
with each

deer that wanders by.
to say hello,.
with each.
eagle that soars above me,.
with each.
song of the mourning dove,
sad and melancholy, just as
my heart.
still misses.
you.
—a sister

My dear brother, the day you left this earth, some say I
changed for what that’s worth.
You see I never took the time to sit down and tell you,
how very much you meant to me,
so this is 22 years overdue.
You were my little buddy.
Always faithful and so true.
You’d be 43 today, but I would still recognize you.
The mischief in your eye I’d see
as you’d throw your big strong arms around me.
I’d tell you how I’ve thought of you,
at least once every day
For I mention your name every night
when I bow my head to pray.
I always ask God to tell you, how much that I love you
And to forgive me for not being there, to help you
make it through.
Now I am plodding through life as fast as I can,
trying to stay in that narrow row.
Hoping God will let me in to His fields of green where
His peaceful waters flow. And if he does, let me in,
I will yell your name out loud!
Oh, my heart will jump to hear your voice and see your
face among God’s crowd.
To think of it, just makes me cry, I miss you in my life!
I guess it’s true, I did change...
when death cut you out, like a knife.
But I know little brother, where you are, and I ask,
“Please wait for me”,
On the end row of God’s beautiful fields
where our souls at rest will be.
Love,
Your big sis, Lisa
in memory of Ryan Larson (1969-1990)

Bereaved Parents USA
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Simply join a
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Infant & Toddler
THE ONE WHERE I LIE
TO MY FRIENDS

I

—HOPELINE NEWSLETTER

have a confession to make: a friend is moving
back to the US and even though I pretend to be
sad about it, I am actually happy she’s going. Ife
el terrible for feeling this way, but Ic an’t help
myself. It’s amazingly selfish and if any of my friends
in real life knew they would be very upset with me.
They would be horrified that I could think such a
horrible thing about someone I call my friend.
It would probably change their view of me
completely. So I hide it. I keep it to myself and
pray that no one discovers my dark secret.

So what is this friend’s crime? What has she
done to make me so happy that she’s moving so
far away? Three words: HER BABY LIVED.
Yes, it’s as simple as that. We were pregnant
at the same time. Our due dates were a month
apart. We had all these plans about our babies
being friends. She was having a girl and I was
having a boy and we joked about them being
boyfriend and girlfriend. We were going to join the
same play group. We were on the same path. Until
that horrible day. “There’s no heartbeat.”

Those words uttered at my 36-week growth scan
changed everything for the hubby and me. But not
for her. Her baby girl lived, and is here. On this earth.
In her arms. While my son looks down on me from
heaven. I can only hold him in my heart.

So I pretend ... That I will miss her. That I’m sad to
see her go. That our group of friends will never be the
same without her. When really, I can’t wait for her
to be gone. So that I don’t have to see the awkward

looks on people’s faces when they are in the same
room with the two of us. Knowing the struggle they
are going through: Dying to ask her about her baby,
but not wanting to hurt my feelings. Wanting to
invite people over but knowing she may not have a
babysitter and knowing that I can’t be in the same
mom as her daughter.

Feeling like they somehow
have to make a choice
whether to see me or her
based on her childcare
situation. Feeling like they
are stuck in the middle
of this horribly awkward
situation. Where her baby
lived and mine died, Trying
to be good friends to each
of us while not hurting the
feelings of the other. I don’t
envy their situation. I try
to put myself in their shoes, but I’m too close. I am
unable to think objectively. So as much as I like this
friend (and believe it or not, I really do) her move is
a huge relief. Because I get to keep the other friends.
And I really need them right now.

As horrible as it is to say this, I need them more than
she does. So I’m lying to everyone. Saying how much
I will miss her and how sad I am to see her go. When
really I’m just counting down the days. So I’m a liar,
and it makes me feel like a horrible person. Even
though all I’m really trying to do is survive. The author
of Findina Mv New Normal blogs about her life, and
her husband’s life, after the death of their son in the
3tim week of pregnancy. Having recently moved from
the US to London, she shares herjourney openly,
including her plans to have another child. Read more
by visiting her website at www.findinqanewnonna/.
wordpress.com.

Board Members & Facilatators.

Joe DiMarco.
son of.
Teresa   DiMarco

Michael A. Maixner.
son of.
Bob Maixner

Jennifer Francisco.
daughter of.
Jeanne & Mike.
Francisco
Arthur  .
&.
Emily Gerner.
son & grandchild of.
Margaret Gerner

Donnie Lagemann.
son of  .
Bill & Vicki.
Lagemann  
Jeff Ryan.
son of Pat Ryan

Brett Alan Blanton.
son of Barb Blanton

Joel Fehrmann.
son of.
Linda Fehrmann

Michael Yackly.
son of .
Victoria Kellison

Daniel Kohler.
son of  .
Arlene Thomason
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Jeffrey Morris .
son of Cindy Morris

Leah  Eisenberg .
daughter of  .
Jamie Ryan
Ryan Arnold .
son of  .
Donna Arnold

Brian Ruby .
son of Judy Ruby

Michael & Kristen
Curran.
son & .
daughter in–law .
of Sandy Curran
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This friend and her daughter are walking reminders
of what I have lost. In fact, in the 9 months since my
son died (yes, its been 9 months now) I have yet to
meet her daughter. I can’t meet her daughter. In fact,
we had a near miss a few weeks ago and it nearly sent
me into a crying frenzy.
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love gifts, donations received

Their Room Without Them
Cleaning, and Clearing Out Your Child’s Bedroom

—Lovingly lifted from BPU’s Cromwell CT Chapter Newsletter Issue 2, 2011

L

osing your child is the worst thing that a person can experience; grieving
parents tell us that they feel as though they’ve lost a part of themselves, as
well as their child. The fact is that children are just not supposed to die before
their parents. When they do, the parent can be filled with a sense of guilt.
Guilt for not preventing it somehow. Guilt for feeling powerless. Time only seems
to dull the pain into something manageable, never eradicating it. But while you
may never stop grieving your child, there are healthy ways to live with your grief.
We all grieve in our own way, but we should be aware of when our grief is moving
into unhealthy areas. Normally we know when things are bad for us. On a very basic
level we’ve learned throughout our lives that pain is a warning that something’s
wrong. Our body sends us signs if we need rest, or medical attention, but in times
of grief, when everything seems to hurt, it can be hard to know what is just another
stage in the process is, and what is causing more harm.

Each step in the grief process is hard. It’s not an issue of making it easy, but simply
living with the pain. It’s the living with the pain that we become accustomed to,
not the loss itself. Sorting through and dealing with possessions that your beloved
child has left behind can be an especially difficult step. After the loss of a child,
their bedroom can become a sort of mausoleum. Unlike packing up a house or
apartment which can have strict timelines involved as to when everything must be
done, your child’s bedroom can be left as it is indefinitely.

In Memory of

Jill Franklin

In Memory of

Jorge Tumialan

1951 2006

Love Mom

—Jacqelyn Buckmiller

August 11, 1975— October 19, 2001

Jorgi, We love & miss you
Mami & Papi
—Luis Tumialan

When is it the right time to pack it up? Only you can know; there is not a right
or wrong time to do it. The emotions that this process will stir in you will be
overwhelming. The smell and feel of the fabric of the clothes will flood you in
memories. It’s okay to be nervous about doing it. Some parents want to share
the experience with a family member or friend, as a pillar of support through the
ordeal. Others, who may feel embarrassed to weep openly (even though they know
that they shouldn’t) prefer to go through it privately.

Just don’t be bullied into how to handle this difficult step; you know what is a
comfort to you and what is not. Listen to your heart, and do what you need to do.
Packing up your child’s room marks the finality of their life. But, their memories
live on through mementos and keepsakes. Some parents are comforted by having
some of their child’s possessions around the house on display, while others prefer
to keep them in a private spot, unseen to guests.

It may be healing to give away some of your child’s things to friends or family, or to
those who can’t afford nice clothes or toys. Again, there is no simple answer to what
to do with your child’s things, so just do what feels right to you. If there is any doubt
as what to do with an item, wait, and do not feel hurried to make a choice. When
deciding if you should give something away, try to process how you may feel when
you see it for the first time again with the other person. Will you feel joy or sadness
by the memories it may invoke?

In Memory of

In Memory of

Jennifer Esworthy

Jackie Esworthy

—Barb & Jim Esworthy

—Barb & Jim Esworthy

Love Mom and Dad

Love Mom and Dad
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Infant & Toddler
THE ONE WHERE I LIE
TO MY FRIENDS

I

—HOPELINE NEWSLETTER

have a confession to make: a friend is moving
back to the US and even though I pretend to be
sad about it, I am actually happy she’s going. Ife
el terrible for feeling this way, but Ic an’t help
myself. It’s amazingly selfish and if any of my friends
in real life knew they would be very upset with me.
They would be horrified that I could think such a
horrible thing about someone I call my friend.
It would probably change their view of me
completely. So I hide it. I keep it to myself and
pray that no one discovers my dark secret.

So what is this friend’s crime? What has she
done to make me so happy that she’s moving so
far away? Three words: HER BABY LIVED.
Yes, it’s as simple as that. We were pregnant
at the same time. Our due dates were a month
apart. We had all these plans about our babies
being friends. She was having a girl and I was
having a boy and we joked about them being
boyfriend and girlfriend. We were going to join the
same play group. We were on the same path. Until
that horrible day. “There’s no heartbeat.”

Those words uttered at my 36-week growth scan
changed everything for the hubby and me. But not
for her. Her baby girl lived, and is here. On this earth.
In her arms. While my son looks down on me from
heaven. I can only hold him in my heart.

So I pretend ... That I will miss her. That I’m sad to
see her go. That our group of friends will never be the
same without her. When really, I can’t wait for her
to be gone. So that I don’t have to see the awkward

looks on people’s faces when they are in the same
room with the two of us. Knowing the struggle they
are going through: Dying to ask her about her baby,
but not wanting to hurt my feelings. Wanting to
invite people over but knowing she may not have a
babysitter and knowing that I can’t be in the same
mom as her daughter.

Feeling like they somehow
have to make a choice
whether to see me or her
based on her childcare
situation. Feeling like they
are stuck in the middle
of this horribly awkward
situation. Where her baby
lived and mine died, Trying
to be good friends to each
of us while not hurting the
feelings of the other. I don’t
envy their situation. I try
to put myself in their shoes, but I’m too close. I am
unable to think objectively. So as much as I like this
friend (and believe it or not, I really do) her move is
a huge relief. Because I get to keep the other friends.
And I really need them right now.

As horrible as it is to say this, I need them more than
she does. So I’m lying to everyone. Saying how much
I will miss her and how sad I am to see her go. When
really I’m just counting down the days. So I’m a liar,
and it makes me feel like a horrible person. Even
though all I’m really trying to do is survive. The author
of Findina Mv New Normal blogs about her life, and
her husband’s life, after the death of their son in the
3tim week of pregnancy. Having recently moved from
the US to London, she shares herjourney openly,
including her plans to have another child. Read more
by visiting her website at www.findinqanewnonna/.
wordpress.com.

Board Members & Facilatators.

Joe DiMarco.
son of.
Teresa   DiMarco

Michael A. Maixner.
son of.
Bob Maixner

Jennifer Francisco.
daughter of.
Jeanne & Mike.
Francisco
Arthur  .
&.
Emily Gerner.
son & grandchild of.
Margaret Gerner

Donnie Lagemann.
son of  .
Bill & Vicki.
Lagemann  
Jeff Ryan.
son of Pat Ryan

Brett Alan Blanton.
son of Barb Blanton

Joel Fehrmann.
son of.
Linda Fehrmann

Michael Yackly.
son of .
Victoria Kellison

Daniel Kohler.
son of  .
Arlene Thomason
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Jeffrey Morris .
son of Cindy Morris

Leah  Eisenberg .
daughter of  .
Jamie Ryan
Ryan Arnold .
son of  .
Donna Arnold

Brian Ruby .
son of Judy Ruby

Michael & Kristen
Curran.
son & .
daughter in–law .
of Sandy Curran
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This friend and her daughter are walking reminders
of what I have lost. In fact, in the 9 months since my
son died (yes, its been 9 months now) I have yet to
meet her daughter. I can’t meet her daughter. In fact,
we had a near miss a few weeks ago and it nearly sent
me into a crying frenzy.
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M ark your c alendar
 Golf Tournament

September 29, 2012 at Links at Dardenne

 Candlelight

December 2, 2012 at Sharre Emeth

 Workshop 6

Sibling

St Louis Bulletin Board Newsletter’s

March 23, 2013 at The Machinists Hall

 2013 National Gathering

Honor your Child

Support

The St. Louis Chapter of BPUSA offers three ways
to honor your child while supporting the good
works of
.


Make a
$20.00 donation and your child’s picture will
grace our Homepage and have a link to your
child’s vitual memorial.


For a donation your child’s
picture will appear on the Love Gifts page.

For any of above, insure that your child’s picture
and angel dates are in
database. If  
not,  mail one to our PO Box or EMAIL: bpusastl@
gmail.com.

coming soon.

art of BPUSA StL’s
commitment  to you is to be
the space where our parents
and families communicate.
Printed in your newsletter are articles
to educate and ones that are private
expressions of writers. .
We offer their writings only for your
reflection. Sometimes observing nature or
establishing routines signal solace to the writer.
Often they turn to religion or spirituality for
comfort and guidance.

shares these insights not only for
your contemplation but also to acknowledge
our community’s many and rich sources for
strength and hope.

Newsletter Submissions
Cut off date for
Sept Oct
August 20th

Send your submission to:
Newsletter
PO BOX 1115
St. Peters, MO 63376
bpusastl@gmail.com

If sending picturer include a
self addressed stamped envelope
and make checks payable to
Thankyou!

Page

—Lisa Larson Emmons, N Central IA TCF, Algona, IA

Your love of nature.
is a reminder.
to me,.
with each

deer that wanders by.
to say hello,.
with each.
eagle that soars above me,.
with each.
song of the mourning dove,
sad and melancholy, just as
my heart.
still misses.
you.
—a sister

My dear brother, the day you left this earth, some say I
changed for what that’s worth.
You see I never took the time to sit down and tell you,
how very much you meant to me,
so this is 22 years overdue.
You were my little buddy.
Always faithful and so true.
You’d be 43 today, but I would still recognize you.
The mischief in your eye I’d see
as you’d throw your big strong arms around me.
I’d tell you how I’ve thought of you,
at least once every day
For I mention your name every night
when I bow my head to pray.
I always ask God to tell you, how much that I love you
And to forgive me for not being there, to help you
make it through.
Now I am plodding through life as fast as I can,
trying to stay in that narrow row.
Hoping God will let me in to His fields of green where
His peaceful waters flow. And if he does, let me in,
I will yell your name out loud!
Oh, my heart will jump to hear your voice and see your
face among God’s crowd.
To think of it, just makes me cry, I miss you in my life!
I guess it’s true, I did change...
when death cut you out, like a knife.
But I know little brother, where you are, and I ask,
“Please wait for me”,
On the end row of God’s beautiful fields
where our souls at rest will be.
Love,
Your big sis, Lisa
in memory of Ryan Larson (1969-1990)

Bereaved Parents USA
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Simply join a
group and  your child’s picture will be added to.
“Meet Our Children.”  In addition, make a
$10.00 donation to submit a one page story
that links to your child’s picture.
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We Can Survive the
Grief of Child-Loss

Telephone Friends
:
Linda Ferhmann....................................(314) 878-0890

Accident, Automobile:

12

I

—from Open to Hope, Cathy Seehuetter, June 1, 2010

Katie VerHagen.................................... (314) 576-5018

Accident, Non Vehicular:

Bill Lagemann......................................(573) 242-3632

Adult Sibling:

Mark VerHagen.................................... (314) 726-5300

Drugs or Alcohol:

Patrick Dodd.........................................(314) 575-4178

Grandparent:

Margaret Gerner....................................(636) 978-2368

Child with Disability:
Lois Brockmeyer................................... (314) 843-8391

Illness, Short Term:
Jean & Art Taylor................................. (314) 725-2412

Illinois Contact:

Barb Blanton........................................ (314)-303-8973

Jefferson County Contact:
Sandy Brungardt.................................. (314) 954–2410
Mata Weber...........................................(618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann.................................. (314) 487-8989

Only Child:

Mary Murphy....................................... (314) 822-7448

Suicide:

Sandy Curran....................................... (314) 518-2302

Single Parent:

Mary Murphy .......................................(314) 822-7448

—Author Unknown

As we watched the horrific scene and the victim’s
loved ones in their shock and grief, I distinctly
remember my reaction. After saying a silent prayer
that I would never have to bury my children first, I
looked at my daughter through teary eyes and said
aloud, “Those poor parents! I can’t even imagine! I
know that I could never survive losing any of you.”

Little did I know those words that I had spoken to
Nina would come back to haunt me. That only three
weeks after the Oklahoma City tragedy, my own
beautiful 15 ½-year-old daughter, my Nina with
the captivating smile, would be killed suddenly and
violently, far away from home, on a Florida freeway
while on our family vacation.

From that moment on, our lives changed
completely. She would not be here to see her
sisters become mothers and enjoy being aunt to
her nephews, or watch with pride at her brother’s
graduation. A piece of the family puzzle would be
forever missing. As my son Dan gazed out the plane
window on the agonizing flight back to Minnesota,
he turned to look at me with deep sorrow in his
eyes and said, “Mom, what will we ever do without
Nina?” That one sentence said it all. I truthfully
answered back, “I have no idea.”
And so the nightmare began, for my family, just
as it has for so many others. We were harshly and
unexpectedly propelled into the same horror as
those left behind in Oklahoma City. We were left
behind to try to answer the
continued  page 14 .

The painful stillness .
of the morning .
wakes me up,.
I don’t understand .
how the world begins
another day.
when my beautiful
daughter is not alive.
and here with me.

Grieving parents smiling .
(Bill & Vicki) at the.
2012 National Gathering.

St Louis parents, Linda, Pat and
her hubby enjoying the .
2012 National Gathering in.
Tampa, FL.

Vacation
Helpful Hint...

T

aking a vacation without your child with you can seem
overwhelming. One family came up with a unique idea of
including their departed child on their yearly vacation. First,
they start by writing a short note describing how their daughter
loved flowers and sharing the beauty of with others. By attaching it to a
packet of flower seeds and leaving them where someone else was sure to
find it, they felt they were sharing a part of their child with someone else.
Now on each vacation they look forward to finding the perfect place to
“plant” their gift to another in their child’s memory.

This house feels strangely
silent and her room is
such a lonely place.
I long to touch her soft
brown hair and kiss her
small sweet face..
I’ll never get to hear her
call out “Dad, Come see
what I just made!”.
I’m only left with
memories please .
God—.
don’t let them fade.
Deep in my heart, her
spirit lives, her laughter;
I’ll still hear..
She’ll forever be my little
girl, though I can’t hold
her near.

—TCF National conference sharing session
The Compassionate Friends South Bay/L.A., CA July 2010
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Murder:

vividly remember April 19, 1995. My
daughter Nina had heard on the news that
something horrible had just occurred in
Oklahoma City. She told me that a federal
office building had been bombed, killing many
people, many of them very young children. As the
scene replayed itself on every station, Nina and I
knelt in front of the television. We held hands and
were motionless and hushed except for the sound of
our occasional choking sobs.
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Ways Parents Can Cope
It is most important to be gentle and kind to yourself. Have patience with your grief. Over a long time

the intensity and frequency of the emotions will lessen. Husbands and wives tend to grieve differently. It
is very difficult for one to meet the needs of the other when grieving styles differ. Couples may need to
negotiate when and how to talk about their grief. Don’t expect your partner to be able to read your mind.
They cannot know what you need, unless you tell them. If because of their grief they cannot provide the
support you need, find others to talk to.

 Ideas:
4

 Reading books on parental bereavement and joining support groups for grieving
parents (like The Compassionate Friends) can be very helpful.
 Talk about your child. People may avoid mentioning your child’s name, because
they don’t want to cause you pain. Unfortunately it’s up to you to let them know how
important it is to you.

 Keep a journal or write about your feelings. This helps to express the emotions. Over a
period of months you will be able to see how things change for you.

 If talking and writing don’t feel helpful, find something active to do. It may be related
to your child’s interests or a way to remember your child. Some people, particularly
men, find active working helps them work on their grief.

 Memorialize your child. Write down memories as they occur. It’s a good way to
ensure that you won’t forget things about them. Actively create a memorial or ritual to
continue your child’s part in your lives.

 Be mindful that in the first year, you experience all of the firsts (e.g., Mother’s Day,
may want to think of starting some new traditions on these days.

 Three Keys a Day:
These three elements will help to ease the intensity of the emotional roller coaster.

 Get plenty of rest. If sleep difficulties persist for many months, you may want to speak
to your physician.

 Exercise on a regular basis.

 When to Get Professional Help:
 If depression and anxiety or panic attacks continue past six months to the point that
you cannot maintain normal activity, you may want to contact a grief therapist and/or
your physician.

Posted on February 2, 2011 by Monique Antoinette

A

pproximately 33,300 people take their
own lives every year, leaving behind loved
ones desperate to understand why this
happened. I, too, was left with endless
questions after the suicide of my 18-year-old son.
My previous exposure to grief-related material left
me offended and unsettled. Much of what I consumed
expressed a very watered down explanation of what
I was actually experiencing. I wasn’t sure if I was
being lied to, tricked or was hypersensitive and overreactive. Either way, I was absolutely unprepared for
the many faces of grief.
How could something as epidemic as grief be
treated as not a big deal? Why were people
not shouting about the one thing six billion
people on this planet will at some point meet
head on? This was just wrong, ignorant and
dangerous.

world of exploring more truths about suicide (such as
a suicide soul still lives forever).

The saturation of these new truths forced my mind
to no longer reject what my soul knew was true, that
my son was really making appearances. For both
of us, I needed to make peace with what was. And
finally, with my son’s persistent loving words, I let go.
I knew this wasn’t an entirely new concept but I felt
strongly about sharing my take on it with the world.
And especially with those ridden with despair and
confusion about where their loved ones go when they
chose to end their own lives.

Grief doesn’t discriminate either. It’s universal. It
goes unnoticed until you go on a rampage looking
for how to deal with and survive it. The survival of
grief is not meant to be one of despair, mental illness,
isolation or total disconnection from an amazing
progressive life; I am living
proof of that.

I now live a rich, peace-filled
life because of my exposure
to this powerful combination
of both spiritual awareness
and the truths about suicide.
My grief earthquake literally
turned me into a writer.

Grief is a silent killer that should be added
to the list of what kills everyday people. It is
a heart attack and rotting cancer. The silence
of grief is the real epidemic. I asked myself,
“What is the cure?” It has to be awareness!
In other words: LET’S TALK ABOUT IT!

Alone, scared, tortured and desperate – these
were the feelings that accompanied me at the very
bottom of grief. And at the very bottom is where
my new life began. That is where I decided to just
let it happen. I just allowed myself to be completely
immersed in whatever the process was or would be.
The determination to stand side-by-side with grief is
what saved my life. Only after surrendering to grief
did I receive the answer to why my only son took his
own life.
Looking backwards through my experience, I
knew that there was a void of spiritual awareness
in association with grief. And, once I got past the
religious myth that “people who die by suicide go to
hell,” my experience with death turned into a new
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place within my soul.

Surviving grief convinced
me to tell people the guttural,
ugly and beautiful truth
about grief from the truest

This body of work was initially about transferring
what I was feeling onto paper as a daily therapeutic
writing exercise during my grief transitions. I felt
safe on paper, safe enough to literally tear through
the pages sometimes with my pen. This safe place
allowed me to expel emotions that were old and
suppressed, new and grief-related, and always raw
and uncensored.

One day, maybe six months after I began to journal
daily, I found the courage to read what I wrote. I was
shocked, scared and turned on at the same time. I
knew I had given life to words that might need to be
read by others experiencing grief. continued  page 14 .
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 Maintaining a good diet is essential. While you may not feel like eating meals, eat
numerous healthy snacks throughout the day.

Silence of Grief is
Epidemic

www.bpusast l .org
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We Can Survive

unanswerable and pick up the
pieces of our shattered world,
changed in a fleeting second.

We have lost our children from
many different causes, all of them
life altering. I am quite confident
that you felt as I did, that we
would never survive the loss of.
our child. It was unthinkable,
for no human being could ever
withstand the force of such
unbearable pain.

However, if you are
reading this right
now, that means that,
somehow, you have
survived. I am quite
confident that you
sit back and wonder
how you ever did. You
may have been directed to Open
to Hope or The Compassionate
Friends, whether through a caring
friend or or you heard about
TCF from a professional. You
may have even taken the initiative
yourself.
Whether you attend our meetings
or read the newsletter as your
contact to other bereaved parents,
you already took the first giant
step. It was a step that said no
matter how much easier it would

have seemed to refuse to go on,
you had made that commitment
toward survival, toward learning
to cope with the pain and finding
ways to live again. It isn’t an easy
road to travel, as it is fraught with
roadblocks along the way.

The first time I noticed I must be
progressing was when I realized
that I had made it through half a
day without crying. For those who
have not lost a child, this may.
not seem like much of
an accomplishment.
But to me, it was one
that at one time seemed
insurmountable. If you
really look closely, I
think that you too will
find that you have made
progress, no matter how
tiny the steps may seem.
The grieving process is a long
one. Try not to be impatient with
yourself if you thought you were
making progress only to find you
have slipped backwards a little.
It is a lifelong process, because
we have loved our children so
deeply, and therefore we need to
be patient with ourselves. The
ultimate heartbreak does not
begin to heal overnight.

It will be seven years April
19th since the Oklahoma City
bombing. Sadly, since that time,
we have seen additional tragedies
that have taken the lives of
more children, such as TWA
Flight 800, the school shootings in
Kentucky, Oregon, and Littleton,
and the unspeakable horror of
September 11th. Each of us
cried along with those parents
who were just beginning the same
painful journey that we know all
too well.
I wish I could say that another
tragedy such as this would never
occur, or that I would never again
see the shock and emptiness in
another bereaved parent’s eyes as
they walk into a meeting or their
cries of despair on the other end
of the phone, but I know that is
impossible. Yet, I can say with
certainty that those who have
thus far survived the unthinkable
will be there for the newcomers
who walk through those doors.
We will cling to each other and
reach out with understanding and
compassion and hope — through
all those tiny steps, whether
forward or backward. .
Somehow, we will survive,
together.

The uncertainty of how to format an entire book from raw, uncensored, journal entries forced me to only think
about writing the kind of book that may have helped me when I was trying to figure out what was going on with
and around me. Instead of telling people what to expect (i.e., the traditional steps of grief ), I decided to just tell
the story in hopes that you the reader might find the truth about your grief earthquake. Being a novice griever
left me exempt of what grief really felt like and this was the part that ran me over.
The book that resulted, Grateful for Grief, is, I hope, an inspirational self-help tool with end-of-chapter
affirmations that send uplifting messages to the reader’s grieving soul.

—Monique Antoinette 2011, This entry was posted in Death of a Child and tagged anger, belongings, funerals, money, Depression, guilt,
signs and connections by Monique Antoinette. Bookmark the permalink.

Response to a Grief
Article...
~~ Sheila Simmons, from TCF
Atlanta Online E-Newsletter

Just a response to the
article on guilt...I bet we
as bereaved parents could
write a book on guilt. My
worst battle with it was
Steve’s last birthday, (I did
not know at the time it
was to be his last) I failed
to get him a card. And
he was very vocal about
it. I tried to make it up
by sending flowers, and
a card to apologize. And
we talked and I told him
that since I had taken the
night off work to take him
to dinner that somehow a
card just slipped my mind.
I swore to myself that his
next birthday would be
so much different, a lavish card and all the trimmings. But now all I have
is the guilt. I truly believe
no matter what we have
done or said, comes back
to us in ways that we
would do differently given
the chance, this is where
we must be very careful,
quilt can come in and turn
everything upside down
and inside out! We must
remember that we are
human and prone to mistakes, but we must not let
quilt ruin our memories
with it’s poison.
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http://www.save.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.viewPage&page_
id=EB8B21F9-7E90-9BD4-CF517BFBD788E71F
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t is okay to grieve….the death of a child is a reluctant and drastic
amputation, without  anesthesia. The pain can not be described,
and no scale can measure the loss. We despise  the truth that
the death can not be reversed, and somehow our child does not
return.   It is okay to grieve
It is okay to cry…..tears release the flood of sorrow, of missing, and of
love.  Tears relieve  the brute force of hurting, enabling us to level off
and continue our cruise along the  stream of life.  
It is okay to cry

It is okay to heal….We do not need to prove our love for our child.  As
the months pass, we  are slowly able to move around with less outward
grieving each day. We need not feel  guilty, for this is not an indication
that we love less or have forgotten. It does mean that  although we
don’t like it, we are learning to accept death. .
It is a healthy sign of healing.
It is okay to heal.

It is okay to laugh....laughter is not a sign of less grief. Laughter is not
a sign of less love. It  is a sign that many of our thoughts and memories
are happy ones.  It is a sign that we  know our child  .
would have us laugh.
It is okay to laugh.
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Silence of Grief

Guilt Reflections
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Meeting Times and Places

BOWLING GREEN Group

ANNIVERSARY REACTION

I

t doesn’t make any difference if it’s the first or the twenty-first anniversary
of your child’s death, you will react to it. You’ll be consciously aware that the
date is approaching. Strangely, sometimes you’ll be deeply disturbed for weeks
before the actual date. Other times the fact that an anniversary is nearing won’t
seem to bother you much at all. The only thing consistent is that there will be an
anniversary, and that you WILL react.

Don’t be surprised if you begin reliving the weeks and days before your child’s
anniversary. In the early years of your grief you may relive her death day minute by
minute. It can be extremely painful, but after some anniversaries pass, the details of the
day become less vivid and less painful.

For years after Arthur was killed I’d begin my anniversary reaction around Easter.
Easter Sunday, 1971 was the last holiday we were together as a complete family. For
years Easter Sunday was the starting date for reliving that terrible Friday and the days
following. Generally though, the farther I get from Arthur’s death date, the less painful it
is. Special circumstances or events can make it painful, even years later. For example, on
the eleventh anniversary, I was also grieving the death of my granddaughter. At that time
Emily hadn’t been dead a year. I saw the pain my daughter was experiencing and because
I couldn’t “kiss it and make it better” for MY child, I hurt even more.

Observe the anniversary in some real way. Make
plans with family members or special friends to
observe the day. Go to dinner. Let off balloons
to your child in heaven. Tie messages of love on
them. Place fresh flowers on her grave… .
Think of your own ways to mark the day. If the
tears flow, let them. Remember, love never goes
away. Your tears attest to that.

Emily & Arthur Gerner

Bowling Green’s Sibling GROUP

(Meet time same as Bowling Green)
Fac: Wendy Koch (573)822-6123

ST. PETERS /St. Charles Group
(1st Thursday, 7:00 PM)
Knights of Columbus Hall
5701 Hwy N, Cottleville MO
Fac: Mike & Jeanne Francisco
(636) 947–9403

St. Peters’ SIBLING GROUP

Fac: Nikki Boswell
nichole.boswell@gmail.com
(Meets same time as St Peters)

TROY, MO Group
(2nd Tuesday, 7 PM)
Ingersoll Chapel in Troy
211 Boone Street
Troy, MO 63379
Fac: Cindy Morris (636)462–9961

Parents of Murdered Children:
Meetings: 3rd Tues 7:30 p.m.
St Alexius Hospital.

3933 S Broadway
Mata Weber (618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann
(314) 487-8989

LIFE CRISIS CENTER:
(Survivors of Suicide)

2650 Olive St,
St. Louis, MO 63103
Meetings: Weds 7:00 p.m.
(314) 647-3100

Business • Facilitators
MEETING
July 14rd & August 11th,
Saturday @ 9:00 AM

BJC Hospital - St. Peters
10 Hospital Drive
Room A/B
St. Peters, MO 63376

WEST COUNTY Group

All are welcomed!

(4th Tuesday, 7 PM)
Shaare Emeth Congregation,
11645 Ladue (Ballas & Ladue)
St. Louis MO 63141
Facs: Judy Ruby (314)994–1996
Arlene Thomason
(314) 401–2510

Call: Cindy Morris
(636) 462–9961

Tri-County Chapter

(2nd Thursday)
First Baptist Church
402 North Missouri St
Potosi, MO 63664
Fac: Brenda Wilson
(573)438-4559

Crestwood Group

(2nd Tues. of month, 7:00pm)
Chads Coalition Building
(Formerly Montgomery Bank)
180 Crestwood Plaza.
(9200 Watson Rd.)
St. Louis, Mo. 63126
FAC: Sandy Curran
(314)518-2302
skc4pets@gmail.com

JEFFERSON COUNTY Group
(1st Thursday, 7 PM)
St Rose Catholic Church,
Miller & 3rd St
Desoto, MO
Fac: Ginny Kamp
(636)586-8559

P.A.L.S. (Parents affected by

the loss of a child by suicide)
4th Sat at 10:30 a.m.
St Lukes Hospital (141 & 40)
St. Louis, MO
*Linda Ferhmann
(314) 853-7925

Survivors of Suicide

Baue Funeral Home
620 Jefferson Street
St. Charles, Mo 63301
1st & 3rd Monday
*LF (314) 853-7925
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GRASP:(Grief Relief After
Substance Passing)
Sundays at 700pm
Harris House
8327 Broadway 63111
MaryAnn Lemonds
(314) 330-7586
malemonds@gmail.com

Open Arms* Parents Left Behind
4355 Butler Hill Rd
Fac: Kathy Myers
(636)343-5262
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There will be times when a coming anniversary will fill you with fear and pain. Other
years it will be with just a ripple in your heart. Accept the varying degrees of pain as
normal. Be kind to yourself. You may need a lot of tender loving care at that time. For
the times that you don’t hurt deeply, be thankful that some of the pain is gone. As the
years go on you will continue to wonder what your child would look like or what she
might be doing at this age. This kind of thing will remain with you until you die. When
other young people you know are doing things your child will never do, you may have
strong feelings of pain or regret. Let your feelings
happen.

(3rd Thursday, 7-9 PM)
Prairie Edge Garden Center,
18011 Business 161 S.
Bowling Green, MO 63334
Fac: Bill & Vicki Lagemann
(573)242-3632

ADDITIONAL MEETINGS
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o you have a secret place? I only recently
realized how often I go to my secret place
and how important it is to have my own
secret place to remember my daughter.
When my daughter Debbie first died, I did not have
a secret place. My grief was 24/7 and exposed for the
whole world to see. There was no secret to my grief!
Now further along my grief path I know I can decide
to go to my secret place where and when I choose.
Sometimes on purpose; sometimes when I least
expect it! Perhaps it is at an Airport people watching
and remembering our times traveling back and forth
during her illness. Possibly it is at a shopping mall
looking at clothes that Debbie would have loved to
wear. Perhaps it is watching my grandchildren playing
and remembering when Debbie was that age and had
so much fun. Maybe it is at a cocktail party where no
one even knows I had a daughter that died. I love my
secret place where I can go to remember my daughter
and others have no idea just how far away I am! Shhh!
It is my secret!!

For more information on 2013
BPUSA’s National Gathering see
page 5, of your newslettr... or
visit www.bpusastl.org.
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e are the parents whose children have died. We are the
grandparents who have buried grandchildren. We are the
siblings whose brothers and sisters no longer walk with us
through life. We come together as BP/USA to provide a haven where
all bereaved families can meet and share our grief journeys.  We attend
monthly gatherings whenever we can and for as long as we believe
necessary. We share our fears, confusions, anger, guilt, frustrations,
emptiness and feelings of hopelessness so that hope can be found
anew. As we accept, support, comfort and encourage each other, we
demonstrate to each other that survival is possible.Together we celebrate
the lives of our children, share the joys and triumphs as well as the love
that will never fade. Together we learn how little it matters where we
live, what our color or our affluence is or what faith we uphold as we
confront the tragedies of our children’s deaths. Together, strengthened
by the bonds we forge at our gatherings, we offer what we have learned
to each other and to every more recently bereaved family. We are the
Bereaved Parents of the USA. We welcome you.
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Butterfly Board, Voyage to Strength on Sunny Shores, .
BPUSA National Gathering 2012

If you have moved, please notify us of your new
address so you will continue to receive this publication!
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EDITORS NOTE: “One Needs A Secret Place” is by Beverly
Hurley; it’s one of those important testimonials that
exposes newly bereaved parents, people deep in pain,
disbelief and shock, to hope. She did all that in just a few
words. Beverly’s article reaffirms the depths of parental
grief and models how rebuilding a life to include your
child is possible. Beverly, a member extraordinaire of
the Tampa Bay Chapter of BPUSA died October 2011.
We thank the Tampa Bay Chapter for including in
2012’s Gathering a short powerful tribute to Beverly. It
acknowledged their grief and it was a reminder to the
rest of us of what one broken parent can contribute
to other broken parents and siblings by “dancing” with
BPUSA. —Jamie Ryan

